ICE Range

MJPE116 Multi-Jet
Medium Temperature Cabinet with Narrow Footprint
- Pet Food, Dairy, Deli, Meat, Produce, Liquor, Bakery

www.mcalpinehussmann.co.nz

Medium Temperature Cabinet with Narrow Footprint
MJPE116 Multi-Jet

Features
The MJPE116 Multi-Jet is a narrow footprint cabinet that
offers greatly reduced energy consumption compared to
traditional open face multi-deck cabinets.
The technically advanced multi-channel and multi-velocity
air curtain ensures merchandise is isolated from the ambient
store temperature, ensuring product temperatures are at
their optimum and shelf-life is extended. This design also
greatly reduces the amount of cold aisle - “Warmer Aisles
Happier Customers”.
With its narrow footprint (895mm), this case is suitable
where space is at a premium and can be used for a variety
of merchandise - Pet Food, Dairy, Deli, Meat, Produce.
Shelving can be angled at 0o, 10o, 15o and has the option of
lighting.

Temperature Class
3M0 / 3M1

Standard
–– Depth 895mm
–– Angled shelving

Benefits
–– Increased sales
–– Extended product life
–– Energy cost reduction
–– Temperature compliance
–– Excellent product presentation
–– Lighting optimisation
–– Maximisation of floor space
–– Minimum life cycle cost
–– Environmental and EHS commitment
–– Greatly improved shopper ambient comfort

Options
–– Stainless steel shelving and deck pans
–– Dog roll stainless steel wire rack
–– Wire or Perspex shelf fence
–– LED lighting option
–– Mirror kits
–– Hangsell bar kits
–– Produce baskets & Fresh Cut options
–– Angled shelving
–– Shelving lighting

Lengths Available (Excluding Ends)
1875mm			2500mm			3750mm

Also Available
MJPE216 			Width - 995mm
MJPE316 			Width - 1095mm

Additional Information
Dimensions and features are subject to change. Please obtain current
information prior to order confirmation.
NOTE: We reserve the right to change or revise specifications and product
design in connection with any feature of our products. Such changes do not
entitle the buyer to corresponding changes, improvements, additions or
replacements for equipment previously sold or shipped.
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